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DESCRIPTION

Managing Innovation is an established, bestselling text for MBA, MSc and advanced undergraduate courses on innovation management, management of technology, new product development and entrepreneurship. It is also widely used by managers in both the services and manufacturing sectors.

Now in its fifth edition, Managing Innovation has been fully revised and now comes with a fully interactive e-book housing an impressive array of videos, cases, exercises and tools to bring innovation to life. The book is also accompanied by the Innovation Portal at www.innovation-portal.info which contains an extensive collection of additional digital resources for both lecturers and students.

Features:

• The Research Notes and Views from the Front Line feature boxes strengthen the evidence-based and practical approach making this a must read for anyone studying or working within innovation

• The Innovation Portal www.innovation-portal.info is an essential resource for both student and lecturer and includes the Innovation Toolkit – a fully searchable array of practical innovation tools along with a compendium of cases, exercises, tools and videos
• The **interactive e-book** that accompanies the text provides enriched content to deepen the readers understanding of innovation concepts
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**RELATED RESOURCES**

**Student**

View Student Companion Site

**Instructor**

View Instructor Companion Site

Contact your Rep for all inquiries
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**NEW TO EDITION**

• A focus on the needs of lecturers with a wealth of digital content to support teaching

• Included with each new copy of *Managing Innovation, 5e* students have access to the entire text as an **interactive e-Book** featuring a wealth of embedded media.

• A new innovation portal at www.innovation-portal.info providing access to an impressive range of
cases, tools and video that bring innovation to life

• An overview of the history and development of concepts and research on innovation management, from Schumpeter to Chesbrough

• A more explicit review of Open Innovation concepts and research, in addition to current material on collaboration and networks

• Greater coverage of innovative business models and intellectual property, social innovation and entrepreneurship

• Expanded discussion of supplier-led and user-innovation

• Innovation in BRIC economies, challenges and new models

Designed to meet the needs of lecturers, new online resources include:

• Seminar and tutorial plans for key themes, along with written case study, video and guide Q&A with learning outcomes

• Integral case studies crossing themes and chapters

• A fully revised and searchable toolkit with an Innovation App

FEATURES

• A new edition of a best-selling text for MBA, MSc and advanced undergraduate courses on management of technology, innovation management and entrepreneurship.

• Offers a complete framework for thinking about innovation across technological, market and organizational perspectives, while integrating the latest developments in the field.
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